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Prepare your garden for the next summer!

Did you also enjoyed the late summer in your garden during the past few weeks? Or have you just
finished your renovation and does the terrace and the garden fence belong to the next phase? In the
latter case do not wait too long and already think about your garden design and the appropriate garden
fence. In a few months it will be spring again, so make sure your garden is ready on time!

A garden fence, that's so much more than a fence around your garden. Actually it is the extension of
your home and you have the choice of modern, classic or natural fences ... Choose your own taste for
a fence with hardwood or iron posts or a continuous weaving without visible intermediate posts. Also
in color you can choose between a "warm" and natural polyethylene in wood color, including natural
aging, or UV-resistant polyethylene. Both types have the same durability and are maintenance free.
Do not hesitate to repeat the weaving-effect in other places in your garden, such as sun blinds,
carports, flower boxes or other accessories.

Privacy in your garden
With a garden-fence in single or flat weaving, both light weaves with a great sense of space, you create
an airy feeling in your garden. Would you prefer complete privacy? Then choose a double weaving. For
a communal garden, it is best to take a fence with the same view on both sides, such as a U profile
fence or the weaving on site with a classical finishing.

Would you, like us, prefer to skip the dark months and welcome the spring? And just like us, do you
not have enough time to move to Spain for half a year? Discuss with us your garden ideas and what
you would like in terms of garden enclosure and accessories (with door/gate, with matching
accessories or awnings, ...). As you struggle through the holidays and good intentions, we ensure that
you can enjoy a beautifully finished garden from the first days of spring!

Still looking for a good way to make the dark days more enjoyable in late February? Come and visit us
at Batibouw between 21 February and 3 March in 2019. We are happy to show you a number of
practical examples of garden closures and other garden accessories!

